
Angle form outside (unfinished Charlie room)
Pull back as Arnold leads Dolores outside.

"This is for my son Charlie."

***SKYLINE LOCATION
SLOW PUSH IN WITH CITY IN BG FOR ALL DIALOGUE.

Angle over wall towards house. Slow push in.

"You've told me about Charlie. I'd like to meet him 
some day."

***SKYLINE LOCATION
FRENCH REVERSE ON DOLORES ALL DIALOGUE.

***SKYLINE LOCATION
FRENCH REVERSE ON ARNOLD ALL DIALOGUE.

***SKYLINE LOCATION
FRENCH REVERSE ON ARNOLD ALL DIALOGUE.

***SKYLINE LOCATION
FRENCH REVERSE ON DOLORES ALL DIALOGUE

OVER TO ARNOLD FOR ALL DIALOGUE.

Reverse angle: looking from the unfinished room to 
skyline. (Green screen). Gentle push in.



OVER TO DOLORES FOR ALL DIALOGUE.

DOLORES TURNS BACK TO THE CITY (AFTER ARNOLD SAYS 
"WE'RE SIMPLY NOT THE ONES WHO DESERVE IT.").  SLOW 
PUSH IN.

CU ARNOLD FOR ALL DIALOGUE.

***SKYLINE LOCATION.
DOLORES POV OF THE CITY. PUSH IN.

END PUSH IN ON DOLORES.
"IT LOOKS LIKE THE STARS HAVE BEEN SCattered across 
the ground..."

Dolores and Arnold. He reacts to her programmed 
response.

"...have you ever seen anything so full of 
splendour?"

ECU Arnold recognizing his foolishness, 
remembering she is a machine.

"We should go now, Dolores. They'll be expecting 
us."

***skyline location: 
Dolores. She turns to Arnold.

"So soon? Will you bring me back? I'd like to see it 
again."

CU DOLORES FOR ALL DIALOGUE.



***skyline location:
CU arnold, lying.

" of course. I promise."

And then he too departs.

... as we push into him for a private moment.

Pull back as they leave the frame, leaving us with a 
view of the city.

Reverse: Looking back towards the house: Dolores 
leaves. Arnold lingers for a moment.



 Lateral track l as Arnold and Dolores walk back 
into the suite.

Slide past pillar to find Dolores.

Reverse: Arnold wipes past camera as he departs.
Hold a beat, then push in to Dolores.

Tighter: push into Dolores, her gaze drawn to... Dolores POV: slide off pillar to find aftermath. 
Logan in bed, asleep. Angelica rises.

Push in to Dolores. Angela faced away from us. She turns...

Push in to ARnold as Dolores takes a seat. Arnold 
lingers a moment.



ECU Dolores observing. Angela looking back to Dolores. 
A shared moment.

"They die so easily"



Pull out from ECU Dolores

"They die so easily."

She shares a look with Dolores.

*shoot version where she says line in CU.

Tilt up with knife to reveal Angela.

Come off Dolores to show the room, the body and 
Jacobson. Angela sheaths knife and pulls out gun.

MS Angela giving look to Dolores.

Reverse through glass: she slams Jacobson with gun 
butt.

Push in (from wash room) Jacobson goes down  Anglels caresses his face as she puts gun to his 
temple.

Knife in body....



tilt up to Dolores

"Don't kill him for now."

Dolores turns from Angela and sees...

Teddy among the tech On teddy transfixed. Push into him... his reality tearing.

Over Dolores to Angela and Jacobson
"Just tell me when."



Drift past various details in the lab: guns and 
wardrobe...

Flickering lights

Profile teddy. Slow push in as Dolores approaches.

"this is where you were born Teddy. This is how they 
made us. How they imagined they would control us. 
Forever."

"you need to see it. So that you can help me prove 
them wrong."
"This doesn't make sense, Dolores."

Wide: she takes his arm and leads him...

"YOu're a decent man, teddy. they made you that way."

Boom up to reveal bodies. TEDDY THROUGH GLASS.

"Take a long hard look at what they do. To all of us. 
And tell me if they're decent."

A partly formed arm.

"What is this place?"



Profile Dolores (dial)

Close, straight on to Dolores.

'We're what comes next."

CU teddy

"then who are we?"

Teddy calls Angela to bring over Phil Over Dolores and Phil to teddy.

Teddy is handed tablet. ECU Dolores.
"Teddy it's time for you to open your eyes."

Teddy to Dolores.

"You said they're different from us."



ECU of an ant on flesh Pull out to reveal 
Lawrence's face. Ants 
crawling on him.

Pull back further to see ant hill

Rotate 180 to reveal he is hanging 
upside down.
"We should talk about this boys."

End with Pardue bros in fg

Spit lands in FGWide: boom down. Horses in fg.

"Honest mistake. Thought the horses were 
wild."
"With the pardue brand on their asses?"

Low angle: pardue brothers. Boom up
"Nothing to talk about friend. Just 
gonna watch the show."

Raking shot of pardues.

"You're as inproficient a liar as you 
are a thief... I reckon they'll start 
at the top of your little brown 
head."



Push in to Lawrence reacting 
to the sound of horse hooves

Reverse: Bros turn. Don steps 
forward. Push in as he reacts 
to...

Angle on Mib approaching 
through heat distortion

Low angle MIB. Boom up 
to...

...Close up: "morning 
Lawrence."

Over Lawrence to the Bros.

"You know this man?"

Over MIB to the others. 

"Little hard to tell from this 
orientation."

"I have to apologize, 
gentlemen.  ....I don't have 
time for the preliminaries.

Mib draws gun



Don shot in the face Boom down as don  drops. 
Bros 2 draws gun. TJ runs.

Continue to boom down and push in 
to Lawrence as bros 2 is shot

Bros 2 falls in FG Tj shot in back in bg.

"Motherfucker."

Skim over ground.

MIB drops into shot Lead and boom up as MIB 
draws blade.

Land on MCU MIB. Continue to lead him.

"You're supposed to get yourself out 
of this particular bind..."



Boom up wide as Mib rotates Lawrence to 
untie his hands.

"I guess the pardues are a little harder to 
kill when they're off the leash."

Lawrence finishes rotating.
Push in as he reacts to...

Insert: knife cuts ropes around 
lawrence's wrists.

Over Lawrence. TJ comes up 
with rifle.

ECU: Mib eyes. Reacting. ...Brings up gun

Gun shot out of his hand Gun lands near Lawrence

TJ drops gun and rises 
angry!


